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Personalisation is more integral to the shopping experience than ever. Online, it’s almost 
essential to help build a closer relationship with the customer and, to a degree, customers 
expect it. While they don’t want mass marketing, they do want an individualised, 
targeted approach that seeks to recognise them and their needs.

As such, personalisation’s value to marketers is obvious – it allows them to better 
understand the customer based on their individual behaviour patterns so that an 
experience tailor made for them can be delivered. They are treated as an individual, 
rather than just an assumption.

Yet there can be doubt about its effectiveness. Marketers aren’t always confident 
that they are getting the best ROI from their personalisation efforts, which can often 
be reactive and basic. Is it any surprise there is a growing hunger for personalisation 
strategies to deliver more?

This white paper, produced by InternetRetailing with our partner Kameleoon, will 
examine the role of personalisation and its potential as a tool that can benefit all of the 
business, not just the marketing department.

We examine the current state of play – the obstacles faced and the potential for next-
generation, real-time personalisation. We find that by using AI, real-time measurement 
and a test-and-learn culture, retailers can better use personalisation to drive greater 
conversions and revenues.

Through a series of in-depth retailer and other sector interviews, we also hear 
from those marketers who are making the best use of personalisation. We hear from 
French retail giant Auchan, direct to consumer car care brand Autoglym, Nordic sports 
supplier Active Brands and parental support network Mumsnet. Each one reveals why 
personalisation is a key strategy for their businesses. 
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Putting successful personalisation at the 
heart of your digital strategy
As our recent experiences with COVID-19 and lockdowns demonstrate we now live in 
an increasingly digital-first world. In research Kameleoon carried out with GO Group 
Digital 27% of UK consumers we surveyed said they’d spend more time online post-
crisis, for example. 

At the same time consumers face a growing choice when it comes to who they buy from 
and what they buy. Online, they expect retailers to help them navigate through this range 
of products and services in the same way that an experienced shop assistant would assist 
customers in the physical world. 

Winning and retaining customers for the long-term therefore relies on providing them 
with a personalised experience that is tailored specifically to their individual needs and 
intent. Showing the impact nearly three-quarters (73%) of consumers say they want brands 
to offer personalisation while 50% said they’d buy less or switch from a retail brand, based 
on the experience they were currently receiving. 

Retailers therefore have to focus on personalisation to drive success - but need to deliver 
this at scale, to every customer and across every product and digital touchpoint. This can 
seem complex and difficult to achieve, particularly given concerns about data privacy and 
the GDPR. 

Indeed, many retailers haven’t seen the ROI that they expected from personalisation, 
due to a combination of factors. However, as the case studies in this report show effective 
personalisation delivers transformative results. It is therefore time for a change of approach. 
To truly benefit from personalisation retailers need to move from a tactical, reactive process 
to a more strategic programme that is built on a solid business case, a culture of data-driven 
decision making and the right technology to underpin their success. 

Retail brands therefore need to embrace next-generation, real-time personalisation if they 
are to win customer loyalty, increase conversions and boost revenues in an increasingly 
competitive online world. Using anonymous behavioural data and artificial intelligence 
can help overcome the challenges that retailers face, giving them the agility and customer 
understanding they need to thrive in a fast-changing world.  Now is the time to adopt a 
strategic approach to personalisation - before your competitors do. 

About Kameleoon  

Kameleoon is an AI-driven personalisation and A/B testing platform 
that helps digital product owners and marketers quickly and automatically tailor their website and wider 
digital experience to the needs of each and every one of their visitors.

Anne-Claire Bellec
CMO, Kameleoon
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Personalisation is at the heart of effective retail. It’s the concept of delivering 
a personal experience that recognises the shopper as an individual, with 
individual needs.

Instore, personalisation is about the store assistant recognising their 
customer, understanding what they might be looking for and tailoring what 
they show them to suit.

Online, the concept is essentially the same. “Think of personalisation as 
a very diligent personal shopper, attending to your every digital need, based 
on the relationship we have built to date,” says Simon Ruggles, head of 
ecommerce at direct to consumer car care brand Autoglym.

Anne Debertonne, team leader digital experience at French retail giant 
Auchan, says that personalisation should provide a seamless experience that 
improves the relationship between customer and retailer by focusing on three 
key strategies: being omnichannel, relationship-orientated and subtle.

“It’s about greeting you by your name but also knowing that you are expecting 
news from customer service and giving you the good news even if you are in a 
store,” she says. “It’s asking about your last purchase. Did it fit? Was your son 
happy with it? Or it’s ‘I know you like wine and there’s a sale coming soon, so 
do you want to get a private invitation?’”

According to Ruggles, it’s also about building a lasting relationship from the 
start of the interaction to far beyond. “Personalisation starts from the very 
beginning of the user journey and continues long after the product is just a 
speck in the rearview mirror of the delivery driver,” he says.

But not all retailers get all of this right and it seems that some business are 
struggling with the how-tos and value of personalisation. Research published 
in December 2019 by Gartner claims that by 2025, 80% of marketers who have 
invested in personalisation will abandon their efforts.

The Gartner study identified a lack of ROI or the challenges of customer data 
management as the biggest risks to their strategy. This is backed up by our 
survey of InternetRetailing readers for this report, where 42% of respondents 
said that the complexity of managing data was a major challenge they face. 
Only 20% said that profitability was the strongest driver in their personalisation 
efforts.

Boston Consulting Group, in a report published in June 2019, suggested that 
“most retailers are nowhere close to delivering the personalised experiences 
that their customers expect”.

So what exactly is the problem? Frédéric De Todaro, chief product officer at 
Kameleoon, believes it comes down to how retailers have tackled the concept 
of personalisation within their businesses.

“The issue is that many projects (and technology) have taken a tactical 
approach, rather than looking at personalisation strategically,” he says. “This 
delivers limited benefits that may not last or be scalable, which has impacted 
the views of retailers who see the need for personalisation but are concerned 
that it is too complex to provide at scale to their customers.”

UNDERSTANDING THE BENEFITS 
Personalisation is a tool that retailers can’t afford to ignore because most 
consumers today expect a personalised online journey. More than two-thirds 

Introduction: The role of next-generation 
personalisation

“Think of personalisation as a 
very diligent personal shopper, 
attending to your every digital 
need, based on the relationship 
we have built to date”
Simon Ruggles, head of ecommerce, Autoglym
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(68%) of those we surveyed said that customer experience was the strongest 
driver for personalisation within their business.

According to Boston Consulting Group, consumers are also 110% more 
likely to add additional items to their baskets and 40% more likely to spend 
more when personalisation is used.

“Implemented correctly, personalisation increases engagement and the 
likelihood of converting and making a purchase, as well as boosting revenues, 
lifetime customer value and customer retention,” explains Anne-Claire Bellec, 
CMO of Kameleoon. According to McKinsey, personalisation can deliver a 10-
30% uplift in revenue and retention and between 10-20% improved efficiency.

Forging a closer relationship with the consumer has become even more 
important during the Covid-19 pandemic, when sales via digital have grown and 
new consumers migrated to digital channels. “As even the most experienced 
ecommerce companies are finding, it isn’t just about delivering business as 
usual,” says Bellec. “They have visitors that are new to ecommerce, along 
with existing digital consumers who have different needs that must be met. 
It increases the requirement for providing a personalised experience to every 
individual visitor, based on understanding what they are looking to achieve.”

According to Autoglym’s Ruggles, direct to consumer (D2C) businesses 
have also seen a huge surge in consumers engaging with brands directly, 
opening up yet more opportunity. “This increased level of engagement will 
have provided many brands with a huge influx of new customer data, and in 
many cases, newly emerging buyer personas,” he says. “This is, in itself, both 
a challenge and an opportunity. Who are our new customers and how do we 
ensure we continue to engage, delight, and hold on to this new-found trust in 
our direct stores?”

This presents the opportunity to build further trust if companies truly 
understand the value of personalisation. “Once the Covid-19 crisis is behind 
us, it will be important to strengthen the relationship that blossomed in dire 
times,” says Auchan’s Debertonne. “Personalisation might then become a 
strong way to reinforce that relationship.” 
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FIVE KEY BENEFITS OF PERSONALISATION  

1. Increase in visitor engagement
2. Increase in conversion rates
3. Greater lead generation
4. Retention of customers and users
5. Reduction in churn
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We have examined the role of next-generation personalisation but understanding 
its value when done correctly is essential as this is where the real challenges lie. 
According to consumer research carried out by Kameleoon in May 2020, more 
than half (59%) of consumers were disappointed by the level of personalisation by 
retailers and brands. More than three-quarters (76%) said that not all companies 
were making the effort to personalise the online experience, even though a similar 
amount (73%) expected personalisation of their digital experience as standard.

Retailers aren’t content either. In the InternetRetailing survey for this white paper, 
one in four respondents (26%) said that the effectiveness of their personalisation 
strategies was worse than their competitors. 63% felt they were on par with their 
competitors and only 11% felt that they were better.

How retailers were using personalisation and the maturity of those strategies 
also varied among our respondents. 13% of those surveyed said that they offered 
no personalisation at all. The biggest majority, 41%, said that their personalisation 
strategies were very basic.

Only 6% of those surveyed said that they were using real-time, predictive 
personalisation at scale. Yet it’s this latter stage that can drive the greatest value, 
allowing retailers to better understand and measure the needs and intention of 
each web user to deliver a more targeted personalisation experience. “They must 
be capable of reacting in real-time based on how this intention evolves along the 
customer journey,” says De Todaro. “Consumers expect companies to offer them 
a personalised experience that goes beyond the usual, straightforward marketing 
segmentation. They want an individual, unique experience.”

Bellec also says that it’s time to get serious. “Many retailers have dabbled in 
personalisation and seen some tactical benefits but have not yet moved forward 
to take a more strategic approach. Becoming more mature means putting 
personalisation at the centre of marketing, building up the skills, culture, 
experience and technology needed to deliver ongoing results.”

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES
Investing in a more strategic approach shows in the results it generates. Auchan 
saw online sales rise by 2.5% and improved the click rate by 16% by personalising 
the sale products it offered to its 4.3 million unique monthly visitors. By showing 
them products from relevant categories based on their interests rather than a 
generic range of products, consumers were more likely to engage and buy.

At Vertbaudet, Europe’s leading online retailer of children’s products, the 
retailer ran a campaign to personalise product information pages to encourage 
sign ups to its loyalty club. Following the realisation that site visitors were 
confused about what discounted club prices were available to them as loyalty club 
members, Vertbaudet developed a campaign in conjunction with Kameleoon that 
was clearer about the benefits to each individual. This led to a 24% increase in club 
membership, as well as 15.6% increase in cart checkouts.

Retailers can’t afford to abandon personalisation strategies. “They face ever-
increasing competition and only those that can truly understand and engage with 
their customers will successfully build long-term relationships,” says Bellec. 
“Consumers want a personalised experience that meets their changing needs 
and values their time. Brands that fail to deliver will miss out on conversions and 
revenues, now and especially in the future.” 

Current best practice: the value of 
personalisation

“Many retailers have dabbled 
in personalisation but becoming 
more mature means putting 
personalisation at the centre of 
marketing”
Anne-Claire Bellec, CMO, Kameleoon
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Having understood the role of personalisation and its value when done 
correctly, the key concern of marketers is how to realise that value – by 
which we mean how to ensure it performs, particularly for those doubting 
its return on investment. These people need to understand the challenges of 
personalisation, as well as how to overcome them.

Bellec advises that retailers should begin with clear objectives that are in 
line with their business goals. She believes that a lack of adequate definition is 
often the reason why personalisation projects fail.

“Digital marketers need to focus on their aims from personalisation and use 
them to create a well-argued, measurable business case,” she says. “They 
need to be clear on objectives but also understand that personalisation tools 
alone don’t deliver ROI. Brands need to have access to the right skills and 
culture to harness them effectively.”

Autoglym’s Ruggles notes that failure to do this means that data can quickly 
become unwieldy, confusing and overly complicated. He advises retailers to 
work across all stakeholders to understand the aims and objectives of what 
their data will be  driving. “Together, craft a data and personalisation strategy 
that encompasses your goals but also standardises the data collected from 
multiple platforms and bakes in all of the necessary controls and measures,” 
he says. “These controls will often help to slim down the dataset and capture 
only what really matters.”

A NEED TO INVEST IN RESOURCES
This requires investment, which was highlighted as the biggest challenge holding 
retailers back from greater use of personalisation within their retail businesses. 
More than half (56%) of those surveyed cited this as a challenge. Practicalities 
such as technology (50%), the complexity of managing data (42%) and skills (26%) 
were also highlighted.

All these can be addressed with the right business management buy-in and 
culture – two obstacles that were cited by 17% and 14% respectively, of survey 
respondents. This engagement is crucial to success, according to De Todaro. 
“Retailers need to need to take a strategic, cross-departmental approach to 
personalisation,” he says, “with the resources and management support to 
deliver long-term success, backed by the skills and technology needed to 
manage the complexity of customer data across the marketing tech stack.”

According to De Todaro, testing, along with the type of culture that is open 
to continually adapting and testing new ideas, is also vital. “You can’t be sure 
that your personalisation strategies will deliver results if you don’t test them 
extensively. That requires a comprehensive ‘test and learn’ methodology and 
culture. You need to support this with a technology platform that covers the 
whole of your testing and personalisation needs – from identifying opportunities 
and creating personalisation to testing their effectiveness and reporting on the 
results, tracking KPIs and measuring ROI.” 

Making it work: ensuring personalisation 
performs

“You can’t be sure that your 
personalisation strategies will 
deliver results if you don’t test 
them extensively”
Frédéric De Todaro, chief product officer, 
Kameleoon

HOW TO OVERCOME THE CHALLENGES OF 
PERSONALISATION

1. A lack of ROI – Clearly define your aims 
for personalisation and use that to create 
your business case
2. Access to the right skills – Don’t rely on 
technology alone but ensure you have the 
skills and test and learn culture to make the 
most of your personalisation tools
3. Managing customer data challenges – 
Instead of focusing on ‘cold’ transactional 
data, Kameleoon advises using anonymised 
‘hot’ behavioural data, collected in real-time
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While retailers must see greater value from existing personalisation 
projects, they also need to be thinking about how to deliver future-proofed 
personalisation by looking at the elements of leading practise that they can put 
in place now in order to drive the future benefits that they require.

In our survey, most respondents had basic strategies in place, delivering 
such things as a degree of engagement, repeat custom and improved loyalty.

The more ambitious retailers are aiming for real-time AI predictive 
personalisation, which De Todaro sees as an achievable goal. “You should focus 
on understanding and acting on real-time intent to deliver real personalisation, 
rather than simply segmenting your audience along demographic lines or 
based on past behaviour. Retailers need to commit to continually improving 
how and what they personalise digitally. Personalisation is a journey, not a 
destination.”

THE VITAL ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY
Technology is key, with a real-time understanding of a customer’s intent and 
needs crucial to being able to react quickly. Retailers can use their data to 
either take a manual approach once they have decided on a segment to target, 
or an automated approach based on AI. The latter develops a prediction ability 
which enables it to measure the conversion intention of new visitors, allowing 
retailers to therefore use that conversion intention to target visitors to the site.

“The average visitor spends 15 seconds on your website before moving on, 
which means identifying their intent in real-time is vital to conversions,” says 
De Todaro. “By processing hot behavioural data in real-time, digital marketers 
can understand, anticipate and meet the expectations of their visitors. Actions 
that are triggered are much more relevant since they happen at exactly the 
optimal moment for conversion.”

Kameleoon’s machine learning algorithms are designed to predict conversion 
intent from any visitor, new or returning. The algorithms are trained by inputting 
visitor session data. This can be behavioural – frequency of visit, actions done, 
scrolling, clicks, contextual – moment of the day, weather, geolocation, or 
technical – browser, device. Value can be created from understanding their 
real-time intent that’s not only based on past behaviour, then triggering the 
right personalisation.

However, retailers also shouldn’t lose sight of the original goal of 
personalisation, as highlighted at the start of this white paper. “Essentially, 
the aim should always be the same,” says De Todaro. “Replicate the tried and 
tested offline strategies used by salespeople in physical stores to understand 
the individual visitor and provide them with the best experience, products 
and messages for their needs. It all comes down to understanding intent and 
affinity, with powerful technology enabling you to act on this and create an 
individual experience in real-time, across all digital channels.”

Auchan’s Debertonne believes that personalisation should be seamless. 
“Ultimate personalisation is 100% relevant and 100% invisible,” she says. 
“You feel understood, not compelled to buy anything. It fuels the relationship 
between one and every customer and the brand in a ‘we fit’ kind of way. No love 
at first sight, because relevant personalisation takes time. Just the safety of a 
comfy relationship.” 

What’s next: delivering future-proofed 
personalisation

“Ultimate personalisation is 100% 
relevant and 100% invisible”
Anne Debertonne, team leader digital 
experience, Auchan.fr
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Greater collaboration 
between internal teams 

SURVEY RESULTS 

STRONGEST DRIVERS FOR PERSONALISATION 

supply chain

profitabilitycustomer experience
68% 20%

THE MATURITY OF PERSONALISATION 

no personalisation

very basic – personalised emails, recognise 
logged-in returning visitors

product recommendations

personalise offers, interactions, navigation, 
content and messages

segmentation – manual personalisation 
based on cold data

real-time, predictive personalisation at scale

HOW DO RETAILERS FEEL ABOUT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THEIR 
PERSONALISATION STRATEGIES COMPARED TO THEIR COMPETITORS?

26%

63%

11%
better than 
competitors feel they are worse 

than peers

about the same

MAIN PARTS OF THE BUSINESS USING 
PERSONALISATION

SIX KEY CHALLENGES THAT PREVENT GREATER USE OF 
PERSONALISATION BY RETAILERS 

investment

culturemanagement 
buy-in

skills

complexity of 
managing data

technology

56% 50% 42%

26% 17% 14%

FOUR KEY THINGS THAT RETAILERS WANT IN ORDER TO HELP THEM 
OVERCOME THE CHALLENGES OF PERSONALISATION

digital marketing

customer service

merchandising

56%

75%

27%

9%

Investment Buy-in at senior level

Clearer understanding 
of the benefits 

13%

41%

18%

14%

8%

6%
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RETAILER FOCUS

AUCHAN  
www.auchan.fr
Auchan.fr, part of the French retailing 
giant Auchan, sells products across more 
than 30 categories and has more than 
four million unique monthly visitors. Its 
wide range of products, from those bought 
weekly to one-off purchases, means that 
personalisation – in terms of both strategy 
and goals – can differ hugely, depending 
on what product is being sold.

“Personalisation helps deliver a better 
user experience and a faster shopping 
experience,” says Anne Debertonne, 
team leader digital experience at Auchan, 
who has worked with Kameleoon on 
personalisation. “But depending on the 
product category, personalisation might 
have very different shapes and stakes.”

She cites the example of frequently 
purchased food, where personalisation 
can help to speed up the shopping 
process. “Yet for non-food items less 
frequently bought and with a very wide 
range of items, personalisation can also 
be a major help to provide a shorter 
customised product selection to the 
customer. This makes shopping easier 
and ‘safer’ (as in, ‘I’m sure I bought the 
product that meets my needs/constraints/
wishes’). In other cases, it can also be the 
cherry on the cake with cross sells and 
some kind of business boost.”

In the case of grocery items using 
personalisation to help customers discover 
‘new’ products to add to their list, rather 
than simply just relying on their frequently 
boughts, it can be hugely successful if the 
targeting is correct.

Yet Debertonne says it needs to be 
combined with on- and off-site content 
personalisation. “A customer can only 
take so much. Instead of ‘one fits all’ 
content, it’s better to use all the knowledge 
we have to target the message. For 
example, why showcase a multipack 
of water promotion to a single person 
living in a small flat on the fifth floor of a 
building with no lift?”

Moving forward, she says retailers need 
to move on from just using personalisation 
to drive sales to using it to build better 
relationships. She notes that data is key to 
this and it’s here that retailers must put in 
the groundwork first.

“Personalisation isn’t magic – it’s 
data analysis and the ability to identify 
patterns or distinctive characteristics. 
Without a solid, unified database, an 
in-depth customer knowledge, and a 
complete product database, there will be 
no way to achieve anything significant.”

“Of course, AI is needed, given the 
amount of data you need to crawl 
to achieve efficient personalisation. 
Retailers must tackle this big data 
challenge with a customer-centric 
approach. Personalisation must also 
be both useful and relevant for the 
customer. It has to be more relationship-

oriented and fuel loyalty, not just short-
term sales.”

At Auchan, the company is focusing 
on fine-tuning personalisation through 
frequently bought items and ranking, as 
well as moving towards a more highly 
personalised website, starting from the 
home page. “To be relevant, this content 
personalisation will need to be consistent 
from newsletters / social ads to landing 
pages or personalised home page,” says 
Debertonne. “The challenge will be to 
include a wide range of information from 
online sales to other conversational inputs 
such as the call centre, chat and so on.” 
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MUMSNET 
www.mumsnet.com
Although not a retailer, Mumsnet 
offers valuable lessons in best practice 
personalisation for building user 
relationships. Mumsnet is the UK’s 
biggest network for parents, with around 
10 million unique visitors per month and 
around 100 million page views. 

Terence Neil, conversion optimisation 
manager for Mumsnet, says that as well 
as being able to optimise campaigns 
as marketers see fit, personalisation, 
along with the Kameleoon platform, also 
allows businesses to collect anonymous 
behaviour data which can be augmented 
by integrations with whatever data tools 
a company is using. “This aids research 
and helps you to easily define segments, 
so it is much easier to find the low 
hanging fruit as well as test and monitor 
the impact of your personalisations.”

He says that Mumsnet’s biggest focus 
has been on using personalisation to 
bring the website closer to its community 
and to build on those relationships. 
“Most people visit our site trying to find 
answers to questions,” he says. “Our aim 
is to make recommendations and connect 
users with products or services that help 
them find what they are looking for.”

Neil adds that it’s a strategy that seems 
to work. “One clear indicator of the success 
we have had with personalisation was in 
the last quarter of 2019, when we saw an 
89% increase in CTR for Mumsnet branded 
ads due to well-positioned placement ads 
with improved targeting logic.”

As a business that relies on its 
relationship with its members, ensuring 
that users feel encouraged to share their 
data through brand trust has been key. 
“One of our biggest challenges has been 
to modernise our registration journey 
and provide compelling enough reasons 
for  users to share their personal data,” 
says Neil. “Another major challenge has 
been finding the right processes to control 
the quality of personalisation published 
on site. Without them, you run the risk of 
showing users inappropriate content that 
can offend users and lose trust.”

This issue of data is key. “In our case, 
personalisation has been important as a 
way of democratising ownership of the 

website. Having tools like Kameleoon 
immediately gives you a lot of power 
over the front-end, which is a risk to any 
business. When done correctly, with the 
right processes in place, it becomes a 
powerful enabler which is important 
for any business claiming to be data-
led. Personalisation plays a critical role 
in marketing across user engagement 
through product recommendations and 
cross-sell. The biggest opportunity for us 
is maturing into a business that is ready 
for personalisation at scale.”

To do that, says Neil, relies both on 
trust and an ever-improved customer 
experience that will help the company 
achieve its future ambitions for growth 
and even site evolution. “If we are better 
equipped to increase relevance, through 
personalised feeds and easy control over 
user preferences, we’ll be well placed to 
increase customer satisfaction, build trust 
and reinforce the brand. That may lead 
us to evolving the site to something more 
akin to a social media platform than a 
traditional discussion forum.” 
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AUTOGLYM 
www.autoglym.com
At UK D2C car care product specialist 
Autoglym, using personalisation to help 
build on the customer relationship from 
the very first contact is vital, according to 
Simon Ruggles who is head of ecommerce 
for Autoglym. “From the moment that a 
consumer engages in a social channel 
or via programmatic display advertising 
(legalisation allowing) our image of this 
consumer grows in clarity with every 
click they make. So too should the 
personalisation of their digital world.” 

Ruggles says that perfect personalisation 
is akin to a diligent personal shopper, 
attending to every possible need of the 
consumer as well as their preferences, 
with a tone of voice and the approach 
that suits them as an individual. “You 
wouldn’t talk to your CEO like your mate 
down the pub… unless you are very lucky, 
or very silly,” he says. “In the same way, 
different buying personas and customer 
segments deserve a carefully tailored 
experience from differing advertising 
across all channels, tailored to their 
desires and position in the conversion 
funnel, to carefully tailored promotions, 
on-site messages and guidance.”

Done correctly, he believes that 
personalisation has wider benefits across 
the value chain. “Personalisation extends 
beyond the traditional user funnel we often 
discuss as ecommerce practitioners and 
marketers, deep into the value chain of 
the organisation. From our understanding 
of various buying personas, and 
engagement with existing personalised 
content, UX and conversations, comes 
a wealth of data to finely tune the 
product and service offering, alongside 
operational efficiency.”

“This on-demand data, gained from 
increasingly personalised relationships 
with consumers, can allow for well 
informed and robustly presented 
business cases to transform new 
product development, product portfolio 
management, supply chain processes, 
development of the last mile and even 
product aftercare.”

This all means the business can design, 
develop and produce better, faster and 
stronger than ever before, as well as 

target the customers who really count. 
“In many cases,” says Ruggles, “the 
traditional product launch process has 
been revolutionised by the ability to 
re-target these products and aftercare 
directly to those whose experiences 
contributed towards the process.”

As we saw earlier, Covid-19 has 
allowed some D2C brands to gain new 
customers and better understand them. 
But even before that, Ruggles says that 
personalisation has been important to 
persuade customers to deal directly with a 
D2C brand. This is something that may not 
always appear to be the best value option, 
especially with the size of selection across 
multiple brands within legacy distribution 
or other pure-play channels.

“Personalisation is often the key that 
unlocks the door to a valuable D2C 
relationship. Where brands begin to 
intimately understand and personalise the 
customer journey, these efforts build trust, 
confidence and the emotional attachment 
between consumer and brand. 
Depending on the subtlety of approach, 
many consumers may not notice this. 

However, approaching consumer 
communications and the user journey in 
a relevant conversational tone will often 
better resonate with the consumer.”

Here he goes back to the idea of a 
personal shopper. “When shopping 
directly with a brand, consumers have 
come to expect a premium level of service 
not that dissimilar to a brand owned brick 
and mortar store. Consider how we can 
help the consumer on their journey and 
personalise this approach without face to 
face interaction.”

“What is it about our brand that will 
appeal to you? How are we meeting 
your needs? How can we help you shop 
smarter, be more delighted with the 
product? How do we follow up on your 
purchase with relevant aftercare and 
information? How will we demonstrate 
the value that we add that we can enrich 
your life and build a lifetime of value? 
These are questions that as traditional 
marketers we have asked for years, and 
that customers expect us to continue to 
approach in our view of personalisation 
in the online world.” 
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ACTIVE BRANDS  
www.activebrands.com
Active Brands is a leading supplier of 
premium brand goods to sports retail in 
the Nordic region. Active Brands says 
that with a portfolio of sports brands, a 
‘one size fits all’ philosophy definitely 
doesn’t apply, so personalisation is a 
vital strategy.

“The brands serve customers of 
different personas and different 
behaviours and we need to be able to 
speak to them and interact with them 
in very targeted way,” says Øyvind 
Haagensen, director of digital and 
ecommerce at Active Brands. “We 
don’t just want to sell to them, we want 
to immerse them in our brand’s vision 
and make all interactions with us an 
enjoyable experience.”

This means that personalisation  and 
relevancy in communication are based 
not only on order history but also 
engagement, demographics, customer 
interaction and interest. Being able 
to communicate in a targeted and 
connected way allows Active Brands 
to build a trusting relationship with 
its customers that keeps them coming 
back for more.  “Establishing trust and 
engagement from our customers is very 
important to the business and in order to 
do this we need good personalisation in 
place,” says Haagensen.

It’s not all about driving sales, though. 
The increased customer satisfaction and 
loyalty from getting relevant information 
and offers has wider benefits than just 
higher revisit and basket value rates. 
The ability to influence other customers 
to buy in the future, for example. “The 
effect that comes from turning customers 
into brand ambassadors cannot be 
underestimated,” he says.

Yet the breadth of Active Brands’ offer 
can lead to its own challenges, says 
Justin Tiernan, ecommerce and digital 
technology lead at the company. “We 
have a portfolio of brands selling Nordic 
sports clothing and each of these brands 
target very different customer profiles 
and behaviours. These customers touch 
many different systems and engage and 
behave in very different ways.”

The brands need the insights from 
this wealth of data to enable them to 
come up with the best engagement and 

campaigns that will drive engagement 
and sales from their customers. Tiernan 
says this can lead to a data tsunami 
that is hard to manage. “The usual 
single customer view spread across 
many complex systems and brands is 
always a challenge. It is also important 

to balance targeted personalisation 
but also speed to market. There is so 
much opportunity and ideas but we 
need to ensure that we have the best 
agile architecture in place and a good 
understanding of how we use our data 
and gain insights.” 
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Auchan’s Debertonne sums up personalisation well by describing it as being 
a comfy relationship that relies on hard work and history. Perhaps retailers 
have forgotten that they need to put that hard work in to reap the best rewards, 
because personalisation is challenging and as long as retailers fail to adopt a 
more strategic overview of personalisation, those challenges will remain. 

However, this white paper has shown that personalisation not only has a role 
and a value but it can also deliver results… but only when the right approach is 
adopted. Personalisation is moving fast and retailers need to adapt at a similar 
speed for it to perform for them. They need to embrace personalisation that 
delivers by adopting next-generation personalisation that uses AI, real-time 
measurement of conversion intent and a constant ‘test-and-learn’ culture that 
embraces the benefits and value of personalisation throughout the business. 
Adopting such a next-generation approach will drive greater conversions and 
revenues and the relationship with the consumer will be all the stronger for it. 

Conclusion 



1. Ensure you are delivering a personal 
experience that recognises your consumer 
as an individual

2. Look at personalisation strategically rather 
than taking a tactical approach or simply 
dabbling in it

3. Ensure you are using personalisation to 
understand and get closer to new consumers 
you may have gained during the Covid-19 
crisis

4. Focus on your aims from personalisation to 
enable you to create the business case for 
investment 

5. Encourage management buy-in and a test-
and-learn culture to enable long-term 
success

6. Use technology to help you in your data 
management challenges, embracing AI to 
aid you

7. Don’t lose sight of your original goals 

8. Create a relevant experience where the 
consumer feels understood and valued 

9. Be in it for the long-haul, relevant 
personalisation takes time

10. Don’t give up

key actions to ensure you are getting more 
from personalisation10 



Download at: http://etail.li/Delivering-on-the-promise

With thanks to
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